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Grace Church Children’s Ministry Programming Values 
 
 

 
1. The foundation of every program is the Bible. (Matthew 25:35) 

 

• The core of every C.M. program is the Word of God. 
• When in doubt, we always defer to the Word by teaching it in its 

original context and helping our kids to see the timeless truths that 
a verse/passage teaches. 

 
 
 

2.  There is a focused direction and plan for teaching. (1 Corinthians 14:8) 
 

“A key concept does not replace the Scripture, it provides focus to our teaching and programming 
of that Scripture. When done right, a key concept will communicate the central message of the 
Scripture that we are teaching. In many cases, the Scripture itself provides this focus.” 

 
 

3. Programming Elements help to bring the Word of God to life and contribute to 
the direction/emphasis of the teaching. (Hebrews 4:12) 

 
 

• All programming elements function as one unit and contribute 
to the emphasis of the program/teaching through repetition, 
or by providing another perspective that enhances the core  
of what is being taught. 

• We value the use of a whole range of creative possibilities  
that can make the program more dynamic and more  
interesting for kids. 

• We seek to develop programs that are creative, relevant, 
     developmentally sound, and fun. 
• We want to balance “tried and true” methods with ideas that are  

new and fresh in order to keep our programs engaging and interesting 
         for kids.  
 

4. Learning environments are peaceful, well led, and under control. (Proverbs 22:6) 
 

• We strive to create environments for learning where kids experience a sense of peace, order, 
and security while they are here with us. 

• This begins with clear and decisive leadership, but requires the awareness and support of all 
team members. (Classroom management takes TEAMWORK.) 

• This actually requires greater creativity on our part because the competing tension is that our 
kids can feel under-challenged and that our programs are boring. 

• Parents’ opinions and assumptions about what is happening in our rooms each week are 
based largely on their “sense” of this aspect of our programming. 

 
 

5. Prayer plays a central role in all that we do. (1 Thessalonians 3:1) 
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“Prayer opens the way for the Word of God to run without let or hindrance, and 
creates the atmosphere which is favorable to the word accomplishing its 
purpose. Prayer puts wheels under God’s Word, and gives wings to the angel of 
the Lord “having the everlasting Gospel to preach unto them that dwell on the 
earth, and to every nation, and kindred, and tongue, and people.” Prayer 
greatly helps the Word of the Lord.” 
 

-E.M. Bounds, Prayer and the Word of God	  


